Paris, February, 15th 2010
EtherTrust is an IT company, which designs innovative solutions dedicated to WEB
applications security based on smart objects. EtherTrust will demonstrate during the Mobile
World Congress 2010 in Barcelona, with its partner Sagem Orga (Safran group), "SIMply Me"
the first OpenID solution integrated in a 3G dongle and achieving the highest required
security level. The open EtherTrust SSL stack runs in a Sagem Orga USIM device; it
performs subscriber authentication, data privacy and integrity, according to the popular SSL
protocol, which is the de facto standard for the WEB security. EtherTrust has developed an
OpenID authentication server compatible with these USIM devices. This plug and play
platform works with about 30,000 web sites supporting the OpenID standard. This innovative
technology, named SSL Identity, significantly improves the security of identity management
for Internet mobile applications, defeats phishing attacks and prevents identity hijacking.

About EtherTrust
EtherTrust designs software and innovative solutions based upon secure devices that
significantly secure WEB applications, while simplifying their use. Its technology targets
identity management, traceability and logical access control. The company provides strong
security with great simplicity and high privacy. EtherTrust was created in 2009, as a limited
company (simplified and private) by members of the Telecom ParisTech Labs
(http://www.telecom-paristech.fr) and University of Paris 6 (LIP6, http://www.lip6.fr).
http://www.ethertrust.com

About Sagem Orga
Sagem Orga is a global leader in the smart card industry. Its portfolio includes hardware,
software, consulting and services, all focused on smart cards for the telecommunications,
health, identification and banking sectors. As a subsidiary of Sagem Sécurité (Safran group),
the world's No. 1 in identification, Sagem Orga offers comprehensive integrated solutions
designed to secure the digital and mobile community. The company has a workforce of over
2,100 people around the world and production facilities incorporating the latest technology in
Germany, Brazil, Russia, Mexico and India.
http://www.sagem-orga.com

